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Clinical Negligence
Conor Mullan is instructed in the main to act for claimants in clinical negligence claims. He offers specialist advice and
advocacy in all aspects of clinical negligence claims and a wide range of healthcare issues. He has forged close links with a
diverse array of specialist medical professionals.
Conor provides high quality advice and representation across the whole spectrum of clinical litigation and associated
disciplinary tribunals. His experience ranges from dental negligence, and the smaller obstetric and orthopaedic claims to
complex psychiatric and catastrophic injury claims.
He recently appeared in the Supreme Court of Saint Helena representing a senior medical practitioner subject to an
injunction preventing him from leaving the island. He was instructed by the Public Solicitors office in Saint Helena in
conjunction with the Medical Protection Society in London and the Embassy of Guatemala in London. The case involved
diverse and wide-ranging issues stemming from allegations of clinical negligence. The injunction brought by the Attorney
General of Saint Helena was successfully discharged by Conor, following final hearing before the Chief Justice.
He also appeared in the Court of Appeal of Saint Helena, utilising his extensive background in serious criminal trials, to
represent this medical practitioner against the Attorney General of Saint Helena. The case follows a complex criminal
investigation on the island about potential criminal charges following treatment of his client's former patients. The appeal
looked at the Caribbean island's Supreme Court ruling on the arrest and subsequent bail without charge of the accused. The
Justices of Appeal sat remotely in London with representation spread over England, Scotland and Saint Helena. The appeal
tested the jurisdiction of the Court and the interpretation of amended Saint Helena legislation, specifically those on arrest,
detention and release of suspects.
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"His knowledge of the law and analytical ability is outstanding."
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